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Why China and Russia Balk at Sanctions against North Korea and Iran

By Ted Galen Carpenter

U.S. leaders have experienced repeated frustration in their efforts to enlist China and Russia in the campaign to impose robust economic sanctions against the newest nuclear proliferators: North Korea and Iran. In the various rounds of multilateral sanctions that the UN Security Council has adopted, Beijing and Moscow have delayed such measures and diluted their provisions.

Washington’s patience at what American officials regard as obstructionism is fraying, and the starkly differing agendas threaten to exacerbate tensions with both countries. During his summit meeting in Beijing in November 2009, President Obama reportedly warned Chinese President Hu Jintao that if China continued to block meaningful sanctions against Iran, Israel might ignite a crisis by taking military action to damage Tehran’s nuclear program. For a few weeks, the Chinese government seemed more receptive to having the UN impose a new round of penalties—and significantly stronger penalties. But that momentary flirtation with a more hard-line policy has receded. And there is no apparent willingness at all in Beijing to consider strengthening the rather modest sanctions in place against North Korea.

The Obama administration has been only a little more successful in enlisting Moscow’s support for trying to prevent North Korea and Iran from barging into the global nuclear weapons club. Although Washington has sought Russia’s help on the North Korean issue, the U.S. priority has been to obtain that country’s support for pressuring Tehran. Getting the Kremlin on board for a stronger policy was a key motive behind Obama’s willingness to scale back the Bush administration’s proposed missile defense system in Central Europe, which had been a major irritant to Russian leaders. And for a time, that concession appeared to achieve positive results. Moscow’s rhetoric regarding Tehran’s behavior underscored a growing impatience with the clerical regime, and there were hints of a willingness to consider much harsher sanctions. But as in the case of China, Russia has largely drifted back toward its previous position that highly punitive sanctions are counterproductive, and that the United States and the rest of the international community should make a more serious commitment to diplomacy to resolve the impasse with both North Korea and Iran regarding the nuclear issue.

Americans are increasingly irritated and perplexed at the positions that Beijing and Moscow have embraced. Both countries have ample motives to prevent Iran and North Korea from building nuclear arsenals. Iran shares a long border, and North Korea a short one, with Russia. It would seem to be in Russia’s own security interest to dissuade those countries from their current paths. Likewise, China ought to worry about North Korea building an arsenal on its doorstep and perhaps triggering a nuclear-arms race in Northeast Asia. That is especially true, since a nuclear North Korea would create an incentive for China’s long-time rival, Japan, to build a deterrent in response.

So why have Beijing and Moscow been so reluctant to see strong sanctions imposed on the two proliferators? The reasons are most apparent regarding China’s position toward North Korea. Although maintaining the nonnuclear status quo on the Korean Peninsula may be a significant Chinese objective, it is not the most important one. Beijing’s top priority is to preserve the North Korean state as a buffer between China and the U.S. sphere of influence in Northeast Asia. As North Korea’s economy has languished in recent years, China has worried that the North Korean regime might implode, much as the East German system did in 1989. Such a development would lead to the sudden emergence on China’s border of a unified Korea allied to the United States, probably with the continued presence of U.S. military bases. A North Korean implosion would also likely create a massive flow of refugees into China.

The overriding objective of maintaining a viable North Korean state places a distinct limit on the amount of pressure that Beijing is willing to exert on Pyongyang. In theory, China...
The general public knows very little about the U.S. nuclear arsenal. The nuclear weapons budget, including security and maintenance of the warheads, totals well into the billions. There are billions more tied up in the submarines, missiles, and aircraft tasked with delivering these weapons to targets. The public is also confused about the nature of these weapons, about the role that they play in deterrence, and about the prospects for further nuclear arms reductions. At a Capitol Hill Briefing “Nuclear Weapons Spending and the Future of the Arsenal,” Stephen I. Schwartz, editor of Nonproliferation Review at the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies of the Monterey Institute of International Studies, and principal author of Nuclear Security Spending: Assessing Costs, Examining Priorities, shed some light on this issue and provided some concrete figures.

Simply putting together a comprehensive assessment of the amount we spend on nuclear weapons is difficult, he said, because nuclear weapons program expenses are spread across the budgets of multiple departments. There is no single nuclear weapons budget in existence. By going through the various programs, he found that, in 2008, the United States spent roughly $52.8 billion on nuclear security—but this number is likely low, since it does not include intelligence and classified activities. Schwartz said he would like to see legislation requiring the administration to compile a single, consistent budget for all nuclear weapons-related programs, bringing more transparency to the spending. Congress would then have the opportunity to take a much broader look at the tremendous amount of money allocated to this area and make more informed decisions.

While Schwartz admitted there were inherent difficulties in producing such a study without inside access and classified documents, his study is instructive nonetheless as the only contemporary study of the true cost of nuclear security spending. It sets a model for what could become a required comprehensive accounting study.

Christopher Preble, director of foreign policy studies at the Cato Institute, mapped out the decision criteria we should use to downsize from our current, three-pronged nuclear strategy (the triad) to a two-pronged alternative (the dyad). While the triad was defensible in the context of the Cold War, Preble said, at some point in the 20th century it went from being prudent to questionable, and then to absurd. With the continuing decline of worldwide arsenals, we no longer need all three delivery systems for our nuclear warheads: missiles on submarines, B-2 and B-52 bombers, and intercontinental ballistic missiles on the continental United States. One of the three should be phased out and that decision should be based “not on parochial and political considerations but ultimately on the strategic merit of each system.”